There is a common percepTion
among professionals working in
molTen-meTal anD high-heaT
environmenTs ThaT aluminizeD
proTecTive apparel musT be heavy
anD rigiD in orDer To aDequaTely
proTecT againsT boTh raDianT heaT
anD molTen meTal splash. lighTerweighT alTernaTives are regarDeD

CARBONX ALUMINIZED fLEECE Is LIghtwEIght, yEt OffERs
MAXIMUM pROtECtION AND ENhANCED COMfORt
The new carbonx® aluminized fleece enhances both
protection and comfort for individuals working in
molten-metal and high-heat environments. our
aluminized fleece is flexible and lightweight
at 12 oz/yd2, yet still provides maximum
temperature resistance, extraordinary
protection against molten metal splash, and
superior comfort.

for raDianT heaT proTecTion alone,
buT proviDe liTTle resisTance To
molTen splash hazarDs.
consiDering These garmenTs are
usually worn in environmenTs
where ambienT TemperaTures can
exceeD 200°f, The use of heavy, rigiD
apparel may pose serious risks To The
wearer’s safeTy anD proDucTiviTy.
aDDeD weighT combineD wiTh
resTricTeD movemenT can cause The
wearer To expenD more energy in
Doing his or her job, Thereby
increasing The poTenTial for heaTsTress relaTeD injuries while
reDucing proDucTiviTy.

CarbonX Aluminized
Fleece applications
include: coats, jackets,
hoods, full-body suits,
pants, leggings, and
overshoes/spats.

constructed using advanced patented
technology, the base fabric is a fleeced
knit comprised of a proprietary blend of
high-performance fibers. it is coated with
multiple layers of aluminum, protective
films, and heat-stable adhesives so if
one layer of aluminum breaks down,
another layer is there to protect
against radiant heat. This multi-layer
structure improves abrasion
resistance and helps ensure the
fabric remains highly reflective even
after repeated use and proper care
and cleaning.
upon contact with certain molten
substances, the aluminized coating
will melt away; however, the
carbonx base fabric will continue
to protect and provide a persistent
barrier. our aluminized fleece is one of the lightest
materials on the market able to pass the asTm
f955 pour test for both molten iron and aluminum.
it has remarkable abilities to shed spatter, sparks,
and other hot liquids and molten metal and to
withstand extremely high temperatures.
inherently flame resistant, our aluminized fleece
delivers:
Unmatched protection: The base fabric will not
burn, melt, or ignite, and significantly outperforms competitive
fabrics when subjected to extreme heat and molten metal splash. even after intense
exposure, the fabric maintains its strength and integrity and continues to protect. it also
limits heat transfer much more effectively than other aluminized products of similar weight.
Comfortable protection: The base fabric maintains its flexibility even after it is aluminized
and is soft-to-the-touch, enhancing the wearer’s comfort and productivity.
permanent protection: because our aluminized fleece is inherently flame resistant, its
thermal protective properties will not wear away. proper care and cleaning will extend the
life of garments made from our aluminized fleece. apparel that is torn or damaged should
be removed from service.

while competitors work to ensure their products meet industry standards, our goal is to
exceed those standards and go above the norm in providing a persistent thermal barrier
with minimal heat conductivity. carbonx fabrics and apparel offer protection far beyond
the industry’s “no melt, no Drip” requirements, which typically only require that
protective fabrics not contribute to burns in a thermal exposure (as opposed to actually
protecting the wearer from a thermal event).
tEChNICAL pERfORMANCE—AstM f955 pOUR tEst REsULts
maximum calorimeter temperature rise during the first 30 seconds and time to second-degree
burn after impact with molten iron
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Max temp. Rise (°C) After 30 seconds

average visual rating of outer layer fabric exposed to molten iron
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*fabric was mostly black in impacted area.
evaluated visually for:
• extent of charring. five grades ranging from 1=slight scorching, fabric had small brown areas to 5=severely
charred, large holes or cracks, very brittle.
• shrinkage or the extent of fabric wrinkling around the splash area. five categories ranging from 1=no shrinkage
to 5=extensive shrinkage.
• adherence or amount of metal sticking to the front of the fabric. five categories ranging from 1=none to
5=large amount of adherence of metal to the fabric.
• perforation or the extent of the destruction of the fabric, usually by holding it up to a light. five grades ranging
from 1=none to 5=heavy perforation, the fabric exhibited gaping holes or large cracks or substantial metal
penetration to the back side.
asTm f955 pour Test: The standard test method for evaluating heat transfer through materials for protective
clothing upon contact with molten substances.

DEMONstRABLy sUpERIOR
carbonx fabrics and apparel deliver better ounce-for-ounce protection against direct
flame, molten metal, hot/flammable liquids, arc flash, and extreme heat than competitive products. every day, professionals and enthusiasts who work and play in some of
the world’s most hazardous environments rely on carbonx to provide them with the
protection they deserve.
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CARBONX ALUMINIZED fLEECE
ToTal weighT (oz/yD2)

12.0 oz

